I don’t have a therapist but I recently acquired Naomi from Human Nurture. It’s a salon equipped with expertise
in areas like yoga, acupuncture and nutrition. Even before I speak, Naomi has surmised things like my
personality type and eating habits just by looking at my face – she’s like the skin whisperer. She also happens to
have the world’s most soothing voice, handy in a therapist if you ask me.

Amy Starr Journalist “Shop til you Drop magazine”

Right from the consultation I was sure Human Nurture could deliver the results I was after for my skin. It was
their knowledge of how the skin works that made me feel secure and it was also reassuring that the therapist
had beautiful healthy skin. As a result of my treatments and home care I now have a more even skin tone, less
breakouts, minimised scarring and best of all glowing skin. I would recommend Human Nurture to anyone
experiencing frustrating skin problems or anyone simply wanting to improve their complexion. People are
always commenting on how good my skin looks and ask what I do... it's simple I go the experts in skin, Human
Nurture!

Immik Kerr.
I feel very blessed to have discovered Naomi and Human Nurture. Thank You Naomi for your time and patience
in educating me about my skin and enabling me to make informed decisions about my skin care. I have narrowly
avoided using harmful techniques on my skin such as laser and microdermabrasion. Naomi has taught me
gentle nourishing techniques for preventing and reversing degradation of skin quality, aging and sun damage.
Her input has helped me to love and care for my skin with confidence. I never believed in regular beauty
appointments until I met Naomi and now I wouldn't see anyone outside of Human Nurture. I put absolute trust
in Naomi and recommend her to everyone I know. Thanks again and I am looking forward to our next session
together.

Skye Linhart.

OMG just had the BEST treatment of acupuncture (first time!) and remedial massage on my shoulder by JOHN at
HUMAN NURTURE in Vaucluse. John and Naomi really are the DREAMTEAM! It is SO refreshing and
wholesomely good to recognise when people like these professionals, give everything they've got to you while
they have you, are SO knowledgeable and passionate about what they do and passionate about what they know
and want to share it with you … I really GET this and appreciate it, as I find it so rare today … healing hands both
of them, and amazing ability to soothe, relax, and make you feel tip top and better than you though you could
possibly feel! Cannot recommend them highly enough, thank you John and Naomi Nahoum — feeling blessed.

Lise Hearns

“I have just experienced the best facial ever at Human Nurture. I felt so blissed out and my skin looked so
glowing. It also made me realise that I need to take such time out to look after myself. Thank you,”

Kate Kendall (Flow Athletic Co-owner and Sunday Telegraphs Body & Soul Yoga Guru.)

